
 
 

Senior Program Officer, Conservation 

 

Introduction  

Kinship Foundation is seeking a Senior Program Officer, Conservation with extensive experience in 
developing and managing conservation programs and strategic grantmaking initiatives.    
 

The Organization 

Kinship Foundation is a private operating foundation established to advance the institutional 

philanthropy of the Searle family.  The Foundation focuses its work on three priority areas: biomedical 

research, education, and environmental conservation.   This includes developing and supporting Searle 

family grantmaking initiatives through the Searle Funds at The Chicago Community Trust as well as 

operating Kinship Conservation Fellows, a global environmental leadership program, and Searle Scholars 

Program, a biomedical research grant program.   

The Position 

We’re looking for an experienced Senior Program Officer to develop, implement, and manage strategies 

and activities for the Foundation’s conservation programs. This includes Food:Land:Opportunity, a 

regional  grantmaking initiative focused on local sustainable food systems, and Kinship Conservation 

Fellows, a global environmental leadership program. The position reports to the Foundation Vice 

President.  

Ideal candidates will have at least ten years of experience in a philanthropic organization. S/he will be 

able to work both independently and as part of a small team, where s/he will need to alternate between 

big picture strategy and day-to-day operations. Familiarity with grantmaking or program management in 

one or more of the following is preferred: local or regional food systems, market-based environmental 

conservation, and conservation finance. Previous work with systems-level change is a plus  

Responsibilities 

Manage the Food:Land:Opportunity initiative 

• Co-design local and sustainable food system grant opportunities/projects 

• Manage relationships with grantees and program stakeholders 

• Monitor and contribute to thought leadership in local and regional food systems 

• Represent the foundation’s work within communities of practice and other peer 

associations 

• Develop protocols and implementation plans as needed 

• Incorporate strategic evaluation protocols across programs; includes taking primary 

responsibility for data collection and tracking progress towards established programmatic 

outcomes 

• Work with Communications Manager to distill complex concepts into clear, engaging stories 



 
• Support the Vice President in writing and preparing content for board and committee 

presentations and reports 

 

Support strategic planning and expansion for Kinship Conservation Fellows 

• Help guide the development of new strategies and activities for Kinship Fellows 

• Oversee planning and execution for a monthly, public webinar series featuring trends in 

conservation leadership 

• Monitor and contribute to thought leadership in market-based conservation 

 

Required Qualifications 

 Excellent strategic thinker and problem solver who aligns strategies and decisions with 

programmatic and organizational goals.  

 Outstanding writer and spokesperson.  

 Exemplary interpersonal skills with a strong client orientation; good listener with a 

demonstrated ability to forge effective, collaborative relationships and respond to changing 

situations with flexibility. 

 Possess sound judgment, flexibility, and a high degree of personal accountability including 

setting high standards of excellence and accuracy. 

 Expertise with survey and research design protocols. 

 Bachelor’s degree and 10 years progressive experience; master’s degree preferred. 

 

To Apply 

Please send a cover letter, resume and salary history to jobs@kinshipfoundation.org.  Please include 

Senior Program Officer, Conservation in the subject line of your email.  Applications without all of the 

above components will not be considered. 
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